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Abstract
"Introduction," pgs. 15-20, see Leo Steinberg, "Other
Criteria," in Other Criteria: Confrontations with Twentieth-Century
Art (London: Oxford University Press, 1972), 55-91 and Nelson
Goodman, "When Is Art?" in The Arts and Cognition, ed.
David Perkins and Barbara Leondar (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1977): 11; "Art in the Garden," pgs. 21-34
(I-- H------- F-----), see also Yale Union, "A series of I--
H------ F----- exhibitions," July 2012-July 2013 in Portland,
Oregon, accessible online at yaleunion.org; "A brief history
of pop, v., with or without out," pgs. 35-44 (persuasive
images): "Color will pop with realism"; "In or on the desktop,"
pgs. 45-52, see Margaret A. Hagen, Varieties of Realism:
Geometries of Representational Art (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1986); "Post" "Script," pg. 55; Illustrations,
pgs. 56-64; Bibliography see bibliography.
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Introduction
The thesis deals with a subset of the great quantity of cultural productions
that can be called means of communication. The three essays that follow
are concerned with relationships between images, in the sense of pictures,
and text, in the sense of meaningful strings of words apprehended visually.
(Some examples of what is meant by these terms appear on the preceding
pages.) The other part of the title is borrowed from Leo Steinberg.a It means
something like, "not the usual [-] ", or, "not the habitual [-]."
The primary questions guiding these essays are, What makes images
images? What makes text text? Another way of getting at it with less of an
existential charge: What is image-like? What is text-like? That is to say,
what qualities are generally agreed upon as the defining characteristics of
images and texts? And what does context have to do with it? In the 1970s,
American philosopher and educator Nelson Goodman proposed to set aside
the question "What is art?" in favor of "When is art?"' We can make use of
his formulation here. When is image? When is text? And where?c
a In his essay "Other Criteria," collected in his book of the same title (the essay being
an adaption of an 1972 article in ArtForum titled "Reflections on the State of Criticism," itself
based on a 1968 lecture at the Museum of Modern Art in New York), art historian and critic
Steinberg questioned the legitimacy of any single set of criteria for judging art, offering as the
numerous radical shifts in cultural expectations of artworks, not to mention conditions of art-
making, between the sixteenth and twentieth centuries, as evidence of the validity of radically
diverse artistic practices.The caption under the photo in Steinberg's obituary in The Guardian
reads, "Steinberg wrote with equal enthusiasm about Pontormo and Picasso." Leo Steinberg,
"Other Criteria," in Other Criteria: Confrontations with Twentieth-Century Art (London: Oxford
University Press, 1972), 55-91; Joseph Rykwert, "Leo Steinberg obituary," in The Guardian (12
April 2011).
b Nelson Goodman, "When Is Art?" in The Arts and Cognition, ed. David Perkins and
Barbara Leondar (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1977), 11.
c The implications and affordances of particular geographical, institutional, and
spatial contexts factor into the arguments in this document although they are rarely addressed
head-on. For example, the title of Chapter 1, "Art in the Garden," refers to a historically and
geographically specific garden in the Pentland Hills of Scotland, but also offers a metaphor for
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A second line of questioning comes into play whenever something is
determined to be image-like or text-like: How image-like is it? How text-
like? The promise of this question is not in quantifying likenesses (although
there will be a few instances of tallying in the document that follows-never
very scientifically), but rather in discovering continuities between image and
text. When and how do images function like text; when and how does text
function like an image? If we come upon something that is as much text-like
as it is image-like-as much image-like as text-like-let us look closely at
the conditions of its existence. How is this balance achieved? For artists and
makers, this examination leads to another question, one for all time. "What
else is possible?",d
The three essays that follow arrive at these questions by different
routes. "Art in the Garden" looks closely at several works by Scottish
artist and gardener Ian Hamilton Finlay (1925-2006), whose productions
across multiple genres (many of his own invention), media (with or
without art-making associations), and collaborative relationships offer a
seemingly inexhaustible survey of forms and uses for words and pictures.
Finlay identified as a poet above all else (what others called sculptures, he
called poems) and much of his abundant poetic output made its home in
his farmstead-turned-garden Little Sparta. The reader may compare to
language-centered art practices emerging at the same time out of different
impulses in the U.S. (practices retroactively consolidated under the title
conceptual art).
The second essay, "A short history of pop, v.," is concerned with
the production and reception of advertising images, especially the ways in
which color, illusionism, and foreground and background are implicated
in techniques of persuasion. This essay makes it way to the questions
"What are the functions of images?"and "When does text function like an
image?" through the verdant fields of twentieth through twenty-first century
American magazines, newspapers, and product packages.
The picture ground is also a subject of the third essay, "In or on the
desktop," which addresses the communicative and decorative properties of
images and text in relation to background and foreground and suggests a
comparison with medieval European representations of space.
the 'environment' of this document: a flexible, responsive space that accommodates diverse forms
of life.
d For one convincing account of a fruitful encounter with this question, see for example
Jerome McGann's description of the artist and poet Bob Brown taking inspiration from his first
reading of Stephen Crane's Black Riders and other lines. McGann quotes Brown saying it gave
him the first indications of "Moving Reading", an idea that occupies much of the rest of his work.
Likely the reader can supply more examples of revelatory encounters with promising new forms.
Jerome McGann, Black riders: the visible language of modernism (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton
University Press, 1993): 107.
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Models and precedents
Relationships between image and text are tested and theorized by
philosophers, critics, historians, and makers whenever and wherever image
and text are recognized as distinct categories of cultural production."
Image-and-text is the subject of two academic fields of study, epigraphy
and emblem studies, and an important topic in many others, including
textual analysis, documentation studies, advertising and marketing studies,
cognitive psychology, semiotics and medieval and classical studies, to name
a few that will be invoked here. Of course, text and image relationships are a
chief concern of the artists, designers, and craftspersons who engaged in the
emblem-making, stone-inscribing, book-designing, etc., in the first place.
Among the artists and makers I have studied, of particular
importance to the thinking-through of this document, directly or in-, are
Ian Hamilton Finlay; David Reinfurt and Stuart Bailey, artist-publishers
engaged in an ongoing experiment with just-in-time production and twenty-
first century Masters of Arrangement, Composition and Editing as ways
of making meaning; Italo Calvino, especially his suspenseful account of
'production' and 'reception' If on a winter's night a traveler; French fluxus
artist, one-time United Nations economist, and former proprieter of La
c6dille sourit ("an English bookshop under the sign of humor"), Robert
Filliou; American artist Allen Ruppersberg, proprieter of Al's Cafe, 1969
("small dish of pine cones and cookie, $1.50"); and the thoughtful and
articulate graphic designers I interviewed for "A brief history of pop, v.
Mark Melnick and Brendan Dalton.
These essays use terms and concepts from the work of artists,
philosophers, historians, and critics. Roland Barthes's numerous analyses of
the production and reception of visual "messages," especially photographs,
e By many accounts, the earliest examples of a reflexive relationship between language
and image are instances of ekphrasis, "the verbal representation of visual representation" in
ancient Greek poetry and rhetoric. The most oft-cited example is the poet's vivid description of
the Shield of Achilles in the Iliad. The definition of ekphrasis is not fixed, however, as W.J.T.
Mitchell shows; it may refer to more or less specific modes of verbal representation of visual
representation, for example "giving voice" to a mute object. W.J.T. Mitchell, Picture Theory:
Essays on Verbal and Visual Representation (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995): 109,
153.
f See Dexter Sinister, http://dextersinister.org, and The Serving Library, http://www.
servinglibrary.org; Italo Calvino, If on a winter's night a traveler, trans. William Weaver (New
York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1982); see Natalee Harren, "La c6dille qui ne finit pas: Robert
Filliou, George Brecht, and Fluxus in Villefranche," Getty Research Journal 4 (2012): 127-142.;
Allan McCollum, "Allen Ruppersberg: What One Loves About Life Are the Things That Fade,"
Al Ruppersberg: Books, Inc. (Paris: Frac Limousin, 2001); Brendan Dalton (graphic designer,
America Online), in discussion with the author, March-April 2013; and Mark Melnick (graphic
designer, Mark Melnick Design), in discussion with the author, March-April 2013.
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provide useful frameworks for analysing uses of images in popular media
and the "connotative procedures" that constitute their production.9 His
terms "anchorage" (describing text that "anchors" or fixes the meaning
of an image) and "relay" (when text and image each offer new meaning
to the other) are basic models for understanding image-text relationships.h
Barthes's and Michel Foucault's recasting of the author played a role in the
thinking-through of these essays (not to mention in the authoring of them),
and Barthes's delination of "readerly" and "writerly" texts makes a brief
appearances in second essay.i
Foucault discusses interdependences between words, images, and
word-like images in the paintings of contemporary painters Ren6 Magritte,
Paul Klee, and Wassily Kandinsky in his short essay This is not a pipe.i
Foucault's primary concern is with relationships between words and things,
and this interest parlays into pertinent insights about representation in art-
making and elsewhere.
Barthes's and Foucault's theories are shaped by the system of
semiotics articulated by Ferdinand de Saussure in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century as part of his theory of structuralism. Saussure's
most basic formula, of signifier and signfied together constituting a single
sign or unit of written or spoken language, is used throughout the essays in
this document.
Among art historians and critics, textual critic Jerome McGann
and media and literary theorist WJ.T Mitchell provide broadly insightful
historical-theoretical accounts of the exploitation of the "the materialities
of expression" in contemporary literature and (so-called) visual culture-a
phenomenon that McGann describes in one instance as "the ascension of
the signifer."' Theorist and artist Johanna Drucker's terms "marked" and
"unmarked"are useful shorthand for describing self-consciously expressive
g Roland Barthes, Ibid., "Photography and the Electoral Appeal" in Mythologies, trans.
Annette Lavers (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1972): 91-93; Ibid., "Myth Today," 109-
159; Ibid., "Rhetoric of the Image," in Image-Music-Text, trans. Stephen Heath (New York: Hill &
Wang, 1977): 32-51; Ibid., "The Photographic Message," 15-31.
h Ibid., "Rhetoric of the Image," in Image-Music-Text, 38-41.
i Ibid., "The Death of the Author," in Image-Music-Text, 142-148, and Michel Foucault
in "What is an Author?," trans. Donald F. Bouchard and Sherry Simon, in Language, Counter-
Memory, Practice, ed. Donald F. Bouchard (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1977):
124-127; for "readerly and "writerly" see Barthes, S/: An essay, trans. Richard Miller (New
York: Hill & Wang, 1975): 4-5.
j Michel Foucault, This is not a pipe, illus. Ren6 Magritte, trans. James Harkness
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2008).
k For a general theory of semiotics, see Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General
Linguistics, trans. Roy Harris (London: Duckworth, 1983).
I McGann, Black Riders, 83.
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versus conventional forms of texts.m Going back one generation, art
historian Meyer Schapiro provides useful accounts of medieval picture-
making and iconography.
Studying Ian Hamilton Finlay is an exhausting task by itself. I
permitted my study to be limited to the abundant material readily available
through the MIT and Harvard library systems, making only a few overtures
to distant sources for important-seeming or intriguing documents. I relied
on Yves Abrioux's comprehensive illustrated monograph, Ian Hamilton
Finlay: A visual primer, for many of the representations of Finlay's work
reproduced here; on reproductions of publications from Finlay's Wild
Hawthorn Press accessible via UbuWeb and the Wild Hawthorn Press
website; on published interviews and collections of Finlay's letters for a
sense of his voice and account of his intentions; and on the numerous
published essays and articles by historians, critics, and collaborators (with
some overlap between roles) to fill out the picture of his artistic practice."
"A short history of pop, v." draws on twentieth-century American
magazines and newspapers, interviews with graphic designers, and histories
of the advertising and marketing industries in order to show how the term
"pop" indicates assumptions about the arresting image as a particularly
persuasive form.
For "In or on the desktop" I looked to studies of medieval
European representation of space and iconographic picture-making systems,
depending especially on the writings of Margaret A. Hagen and Meyer
Schapiro.0
m Johanna Drucker, The Visible Word: Experimental Typography and Modern Art, 1909-
1923 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994): 95.
n Yves Abrioux, Ian Hamilton Finlay: A visual primer (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press,
1992); UbuWeb Historical, s.v. "Ian Hamilton Finlay," accessed 1 May 2013, http://www.
ubu.com/historical/finlay/index.html; and Wild Hawthorn Press: The Archive of Ian Hamilton
Finlay, last accessed 1 May 2013, http://www.ianhamiltonfinlay.com/wild-hawthorn-press.
html; Nagy Rashwan, "Ian Hamilton Finlay in conversation with Nagy Rashwan" Jacket 15
(December 2001), accessed 1 May 2013, http://jacketmagazine.com/1 5/rash-iv-finlay.html;
Ian Hamilton Finlay, Ian Hamilton Finlay: A Model of Order, ed. Thomas Clark (Glasgow:
Wax366, 2009); Ibid., Ian Hamilton Finlay: Selections, ed. Alec Finlay (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 2012); Stephen Scobie, "Models of Order: Ian Hamilton Finlay", in
Earthquakes and Explorations: Language and Painting from Cubism to Concrete Poetry (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1997): 169-194; Stephen Bann, "A Description of Stonypath," The
Journal of Garden History 1, no. 2 (1981):113-144; Ibid., Ian Hamilton Finlay: An Illustrated
Essay (Edinburgh: Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art), 1972; Ibid., "Shrines, Gardens,
Utopias," New Literary History 25, no. 4 (Autumn 1994): 825-837; Susan Stewart, "Gordon
Agon," Representations 62 (1998):11-143; Alec Finlay, "'Truly Traditional and New of Now':
Ian Hamilton Finlay's Transition from Poemorama to Garden-Poem," Chicago Review 56, n. 4
(2012): 98-121.
a Margaret A. Hagen, Varieties of Realism: Geometries of Representational Art
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Making a study of relationships between images and text inevitably
leads one to acts of categorization and cataloging. None of these essays aspire
to a hyper-rational view of the word-and-image field; I wish to take up the
task of appointing categories only as far as necessary in order to make useful
comparisons. Where pattern-identification was called for, in addition to the
terms and concepts cited above, I referred to two contemporary taxonomies
of image-text relations, "A taxonomy of relationships between images
and text" by Emily E. Marsh and Marilyn Domas White and "Criteria
for Describing Word-and-Image Relations" by A. Kibedi Varga, rooted
in documentation studies and literary studies respectively.P Schematic
representations of the taxonomies produced by these authors (one table and
one diagram) are reproduced in the Illustrations.
In first paragraphs of her article outlining "criteria for describing
word-and-image relations," Varga points out how easy it is forget that
encountering written text is a visual experience. She describes it as "like
looking at at a plain white wall" and "not noticing that even such an
uninteresting wall does have a color. "q Indeed, as soon as texts are set
down they become light-reflecting objects of the visible world. According
the terms I propose here, the "plainer" or more "uninteresting" text
partakes less in its 'image-ness' than the "marked" (Drucker) or "readerly"
(-Barthes) text. What happens next-the continuing operation of
reception-is determined by the thing's status as more or less text-like or
image-like. The following pages bear evidence that the cultural life of text
and images depends on these identifications.
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986); Meyer Schapiro, Words, Scripts and Picture:
Semiotics of a Visual Language, New York: G. Braziller, 1996.
p Emily E. Marsh and Marilyn Domas White, "A taxonomy of relationships between
images and text," in Journal of Documentation 59, no. 6 (2003): 647-672; A. Kibedi Varga,
"Criteria for Describing Word-and-Image Relations" in Poetics Today 10, no. 1 (1989): 31-53.
q Ibid., 32.
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Art in the Garden
"As you will appreciate, there is a comparison being made",
Obverse and reverse of Terror. Virtue,
a cast bronze medal reproduced at actual size
The small bronze medal Terror. Virtue is one of Ian Hamilton Finlay's
most recognizable works. Commissioned by the British Art Medal
Society, designed by Finlay and cast by Nicholas Sloan in 1984, the medal
commemorates a dispute, the "Little Spartan War," between Finlay and
the local tax authority over the status of an outbuilding at Little Sparta, the
4Y2-acre garden in the Pentland Hills of southern Scotland created by Finlay
and his wife Sue Macdonald Lockhart Finlay beginning in 1966.s The short
version of the story is, Finlay, having formally declared that an outbuilding
previously identified as an art gallery (and, before that, a cow byre) had
been converted to a Garden Temple, claimed that it was exempt from taxes
on grounds of being a religious building; the Strathclyde Regional Council
protested, and, after two years of aborted negotiations, in February 1983 the
r Finlay writing to Yves Abrioux in 1984. Quoted in Abrioux, Ian Hamilton Finlay, 191.
s The garden was known as Stonypath, the name of the property on which it was built,
until Finlay renamed it Little Sparta in 1983 in the midst of the tax dispute. The reference to
Sparta is in relation to the nineteenth-century of Edinburgh as "the Athens of the north." Ibid., 7-9.
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(Gertrude Stein.) Silence is not hurt by attending to taking
more reflection than a whole sentence.
(The Sheriff Officer.) I have not made any arrangements to
call as at the moment such a visit would be inappropriate
as some of your correspondence is not being ignored.
(Gertrude Stein.) Some people are heated with linen.
(Councillor Sanderson.) A warrant sale will take place
because the goods have been removed to a place of sale.
(Gertrude Stein.) A simple melancholy clearly precious and
on the surface and surrounded and mixed strangely.
(Douglas Hall.) I think that all possible means to this end
should be considered by all the parties concerned.
VqelonJoy, 1984
Terror/Virtue: After Strathclyde Region's assault on th
Garden Temple, Little Sparta, 1983
card, withJohn Stathatos
22
ta, after Strathclyde Region's Budget Day Raid.
Wax-drippings are from the stolen candlesticks TERROR and VIRTUE. Accompanying
documentation, la liberte ou la mort 1789 (centre), is a study of the rhetoric of the Revolution
by the French poet Roche. All the works stolen were separated from their written parts (inte-
gral to them) and so were left as fragments. Photograph by John Stathatos. Published by The
Committee of Public Safety, Little Sparta.
sheriff officer attempted to seize artworks on display in the temple/gallery as
payment for back taxes. His advance was thwarted by Finlay and a band of
friends and supporters known as the Saint-Juste Vigilantes; on Budget Day
six weeks later, the sheriff officer returned and made off with a number of
artworks in the temple/gallery with the intention to sell them at auction. The
auction was successfully blocked, but most the works were never recovered.'
The medal Terror. Virtue, struck the year following the Budget Day
Raid, is one of a large number of works by Finlay commemorating the Little
Spartan War (including a bronze plaque on a brick monument erected
at Little Sparta and numerous medals, plaques, and printed publications;
for a comprehensive list of "heroic ephemera" see the bibliography at the
end of New Arcadian Journal 15, "Ian Hamilton Finlay: The Little Spartan
War"). The two-sided medal invoking TERROR on the obverse and VIRTVE
on the reverse memorializes the perceived injustice on the part of local
government officials, supposed protectors of civic virtue, citing imagery, a
pair of Corinthian columns-VIRTVE-and a guillotine-TERROR, linked
to eighteenth-century revolutionary France and particularly to the Reign of
Terror. Terror. Virtue is also a specific reference to a work by Finlay bearing
nearly the same title (Terror/Virtue, or, Terror and Virtue), a pair of ceramic
candlesticks in the shape of Corinthian columns that were seized by the
sheriff officer during the so-called Budget Day Raid. Witness their absence
on the left.
It is worth dwelling on this image. According to the caption on
the bottom right (from Yves Abrioux's monograph Ian Hamilton Finlay:
A Visual Primer), it is a representation of a card made by Finlay in 1983
in collaboration with the photographer John Stathatos and titled Terror!
Virtue: After Strathclyde Region's assault on the Garden Temple, Little Sparta.
Printed on the card is a black and white photograph framed by a title
(different from the title in the caption belonging to the monograph) and a
caption (let's call this Finlay's caption) in red ink. Stathatos's photograph
shows the scene of the crime, "a corner of the Garden Temple," according
to Finlay's title. (For a more generous view of the interior of the Garden
Temple see page 33.) Finlay's caption directs our attention to the absent
candlesticks-"Wax-drippings are from the stolen candlesticks." (Here I am
retelling what Finlay's caption already retold-but not without purpose.) In
the center of the table between the telltale wax drippings is a stack of papers,
the topmost sheet of which bears a title (the third title this analysis) set in
bold sans-serif display type, "la liberte / ou / la mort / 1798." What are
these papers at the center of the photograph? We turn to back to Finlay's
i The events of the Little Spartan War are recounted in more or less detail in many
accounts of Finlay's life and work. For a detailed eyewitness account by landscape historian
Patrick Eyres, see New Arcadian Journal 15 (1984).
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caption for clarification. "Accompanying documentation, la liberte ou la mort
1789 (centre), is a study of the rhetoric of the Revolution by the French
poet Roche." Finlay's caption continues, righteously: "All works stolen were
separated from their written parts (integral to them) and so were left as
fragments."
Let us take stock of what we have encountered. We have a caption
in a book indicating the title, year executed, medium, and joint authors of
an artwork; a representation of that artwork: a card encompassing another
title, a photograph, and another caption; within the photograph, missing
candlesticks (another artwork), a third title, and a stack of papers identified
in Finlay's caption as "documentation" that itself has a subject ("the
rhetoric of the Revolution"), an author ("the French poet Roche"), and a
relationship of dependence with the absent candlesticks.
To take the accounting further, we have the paragraphs you
are reading now and every other paragraph written about Terror/Virtue,
including some helpful ones in the February 1984 issue of The Medal, the
journal of the British Art Medal Society.u
We should add to the tally the Terror. Virtue medal itself, as it
is what led us here, and the emblems and inscriptions it bears on two
sides.' In addition, the medal comes with an "accompanying text" written
and printed by Finlay and illustrated with a sketch by Sloan (the whole
package was available for order from the British Art Medal Society)."' The
"accompanying text" is reproduced on page 26.
This all amounts to a great network of differentiated relations
between text, image, and object. How to make sense of it all? The question
resonates beyond the accumulation of signifiers at hand. It is the motivating
question of this and the following essays, as it applies to art (including
many works much older than Finlay's and some newer) and to common
features of everyday life: shop windows, road signs, computer desktops,
books, magazines, newspapers, advertisements, etc. By starting with Finlay
we are in a sense going in through the back door: here we find the question
u "Ian Hamilton Finlay," The Medal (Spring 1984): 27. Reproduced in part on page 24,
in whole in the Illustrations.
v It is worth keeping in mind that Terror.Virtue, which exists in an edition of under 100,
is known largely by the standard photographic representation shown on the first page (which
follows the convention of showing obverse and reverse sides of a medal side by side-a kind
of 'documentation' that flattens time and extends space). Images of the medal are usually
accompanied by a caption offering standard art-historical metadata: title, material, size, year of
creation, creators.
w Although the image of the "accompanying text" is reproduced here from the1984
issue of The Medal, it is only identified as such, and attributed to Finlay and Sloan, in a longer
article in a later issue of the same journal: Patrick Eyres, "Ian Hamilton Finlay: Emblems and
Iconographies, Medals and Monuments," The Medal (Autumn 1997): 73-84.
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already answered. Finlay's body of work is the outcome of a strenuous and
sustained effort to 'make sense of it all', to create, in his oft-quoted phrase,
"a model of order even if set in a space which is full of doubt."^ This is a
metaphor with which he described concrete poetry (he later employed it as
a motto accompanying a picture of a guillotine in a Wild Hawthorn Press
card created in 1991). Finlay's model of order is an exhaustive set of terms
and forms-a veritable language-flexible enough to accommodate multiple
cultural and historical fields of reference and pointed enough to express
sharp, often controversial criticism of contemporary culture. The space filled
with doubt is, of course, the world outside the artist's purview-a space we
will enter in the following two essays, bearing Finlay's model of order in
mind.
Beyond interdependence
Returning to the collection of relations between the stack of papers, the
candlesticks, the card, the titles, the captions, etc., the question of how to
find sense remains. Finlay offers a clue by naming-that is, categorizing-
the stack of papers in the black and white photograph as "documentation,"
and declaring it "integral" to the artwork. Separated from these papers,
Finlay's caption says, the stolen works become fragments.
His terms, 'documentation' and 'fragments', indicate a relationship
of interdependence-not exactly unity-between a text (specifically, a
study of French Revolutionary rhetoric, so we are told) and a pair of objects
(two ceramic candlesticks in the shape of Corinthian columns bearing the
labels "Terror" and "Virtue"). Relationships of interdependence recur
throughout the set of texts, images, and objects enumerated on pages 23-
24, for example, between the forms and labels of the missing candlesticks,
between the missing candlesticks and the documentation in the space of
the photograph, between the photograph and the title and caption in the
space of the card, between the reproduction of the card and its caption in
the space of the page from the monograph; and between the reproduction
of the page from the Visual Primer and the sentences before you here in the
space of this essay.
Interdependence is easy to identify: it is a matter of recognizing first
that a relation exists between parts and second that the relation changes
x The phrase is from a 1963 letter from Finlay to the French poet Pierre Garnier. The
letter was published in 1965 in a special issue of the British magazine Image, then again in
1970 in an influential anthology of conrete poetry, and again recently in a collection of Finlay's
letters. Ian Hamilton Finlay, "Letter to Pierre Garnier" in Image: Kinetic Art: Concrete Poetry
(London: Kingsland Prospect Press, 1965): 9-10. Concrete Poetry: A World View, ed. Mary Ellen
Solt (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1970): 84; lan Hamilton Finlay, Ian Hamilton Finlay:
Selections, ed. Alec Finlay (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2012): 22-23.
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THE GUILLOTINE represents (of course) Terror, the
classical columns (a visual 'rhyme' borrowed from Puvis)
not only Terror's reverse - here obverse - Jacobin Virtue,
but the true Revolutionary mode.
"In the system of the French Revolution, what is immoral is politically unsound,
what corrupts counter-revolutionary." RO BESPIERRE
"There are besides, two little columnes or pillastres of this Throne; love appears on
the right hand, and feare of Thy justice is to be seen on the left. " HENRY HAWKINS
"A republican government has virtue as its principle, or else terror. What do they
want who want neither virtue nor terror?" SAINT-JUST
"Terror is the piety of the Revolution. " IAN HAMILTON FINLAY
Blibl.: Saint-Just, Selected Writings; Hawkins, The Devout Hart; Wattenmaker, Puvis
de Chavannes; Roche, Liberty Or Death 1789; Korngold, Robespierre.
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the status of the parts (the latter is the primary assumption of these essays).
The real critical labor lies in understanding the precise nature and particular
effects of relations between parts. The artistic labor, meanwhile, lies in
creating or shaping those relations.Y Finlay was acutely aware of the ways
meaning emerges from specific arrangements and contexts. His battery
of relational mechanisms, at work in Little Sparta and in the publications
of his Wild Hawthorn Press, includes juxtaposition, disjunction, hierarchy,
quotation, historical reference, and formal resemblence, among others. Here,
his term 'documentation' indicates a kind of hierarchy on one hand, as well
as suggesting the objective or informational character of the thing named
'documentation', while 'fragment', a word and idea that is everywhere in
Finlay's work, suggests the existence of much larger whole beyond the space
of Stathatos's photograph, beyond the space of the card, beyond the space
of the page.
In common usage, documentation precisely documents-serves
something outside itself by preserving information about the other thing's
conditions of existence. The term carries meaning without referring
to a particular form. A photograph, a film, a website, a typescript, a
collection of all of the above and any number of other forms might be
counted as documentation; what matters is its relationship to the thing
documented. The "documentation" pictured in the photograph of the
missing candlesticks-la liberte ou la mort 1798, "a study of the rhetoric of
the Revolution by the French poet Roche"-defies the normal parameters
of the term: it is apparently a 'study' of something other than the thing it
is supposed to document. Furthermore, la liberte ou la mort 1798 seems to
have had a completely independent, non-documentarian previous life as
La liberti ou la mort, rfliechissez et choisissez, 1798, a slim literary volume by
Denis Roche, an established French poet, published by a commercial press
in France in 1969.z
What is Finlay trying to achieve by saying that poet Roche's
1969 "study of the rhetoric of the Revolution" (very likely a collection of
eighteenth-century French epigramsao) is "documentation" of his own
work dating to the early 1980s? First, he is creating a precise relation
between two things that is not stated or inferrable elsewhere. He calls on his
y In The Future of the Image, Jaques Ranciere proposes that the labor of art is precisely
the creation of particular relationships of discrepancy between image and experience. Jacques
Rancibre, The Future of the Image (London: Verson, 2007): 7.
z Denis Roche, La Libert6 ou la mort, r6fl6chissez et choisissez, 1789 (Paris: Tchou,
1969). A collection of French epigrams from the time of the Revolution, itself a kind of
documentation. 191 pages, 10 x 18 cm, complete in itself.
aa At the time of submission, the writer is seeking evidence of the true content of the
papers on the table between the wax drippings. A letter posted to the poet Roche is reproduced
in the Illustrations.
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audience's familiarity with the activity of documenting and the particular
role of documentation in the circulation and preservation of artworks-in
the context of the art collecting institution, documentation comprises
descriptions of the material properties as well the origins and the life cycle
of an artwork. But Roche's text almost certainly does not offer details about
the material properties or provenance of Terror and Virtue (in fact, it is likely
Roche's text predates the creation of the candlesticks by over ten years).
The reader/viewer is invited to consider variations on the conventional
relationship of documentation to documented. The term 'fragment' puts
a point on the relationship: the documentation here is not an optional
companion but rather a constituent part of Finlay's work. In order to
understand the candlesticks, Finlay is saying, you have to read Roche's text.
One artwork accounts for the other.b
Embedded in the relation between the candlesticks and the
documentation is another relation, to the historical fact of the French
Revolution, represented by Roche's "study of the rhetoric of the Revolution"
and the form and title of Finlay's candlesticks. The reference is 'embedded'
in one sense-it is 'contained' in both works-but external in another: it
is a ubiquitous, explicit reference in Finlay's body of work (see Chapter 9
of Stephen Scobie's Earthquakes and Explorations for a fuller account of
Finlay's neoclassicism.ac) Here, the nature of the relation of each work to
the common historical referent is the key to the relation of documentation
to documented. The reference embedded in the candlesticks takes the form
of an iconic object (Corinthian column) paired with labels (Terror, Virtue),
while Roche's "study," which has the appearance of a long-form text,
offers a broader view of the historical context in which this iconography
and these terms operated.ad This relationship between documentation and
ab Following this logic, explaining the relation between the two parts is beside the point:
read the text and you'll understand the candlesticks, Q.E.D.
ac Stephen Scobie, "Models of Order: Ian Hamilton Finlay," Earthquakes and
Explorations: Language and Pointing from Cubism to Concrete Poetry (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1997): 169-194.
ad What are the guillotine and column all about anyway? The image of the guillotine
functioning as an explicit reference to the Revolution, and more specifically the Reign of Terror,
for an audience even marginally familiar with modern European history. The column would
operates in a larger semantic field, pointing to antiquity just as convincingly as Enlightment
France (the ideals of which the The Reign of Terror was supposed to make real). However, the
proximity of the guillotine to the column fixes the symbolic value of the latter to neoclassical and
specifically revolutionary France (a demonstration of the operation of fixity, normally the province
of text in relation to an image, performed by instead by another image).
As explained in notes z and aa, it remains to be seen whether Roche's "study of the
rhetoric of the Revolution" corresponded more or less faithfully to Roche's published work La
Libert6 ou la mort, refl6chissez et choisissez, 1789, itself a collection of eighteenth-century
epigrams. In any case, the discrepancy between the forms of the "study" on one hand (indicating
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documented resembles a phenonemon familiar to historians: citing a source
in order to establish historical context.
Where exactly are the texts and images in this drawn-out example?
We have inferred that Roche's study of rhetoric is a long-form text, the kind
of text apprehended not in an instant but rather with studious attention
over time-what we might reasonably call it a durational or "readerly" text
(varying from Barthes's use of this termae). It is represented twice on the
card, by a photographic image of a stack of papers bearing a legible title
(an image of text) and by a brief textual description in the caption: two
condensed, interpretations of the thing itself. Continuing this way through
all the parts listed at the outset results in a catalog of image-text relations.
Both medal and candlesticks follow the formula of the emblem: symbolic
representational forms with labels to make the symbolism explicit. Finlay's
title and caption on the card, rendered in red ink that calls attention to
the text's visual status, behave similarly to the documentation, offering a
specific historical context for the photographic image. Together, the title
and caption on the card take (literary) form as a short narrative. The even
shorter 17-word caption from Abrioux's monograph behaves differently,
offering a kind of 'minor contextualization'-a conventional art historical
dataset separated by commas and carriage returns that, in its visual form,
epitomizes the "unmarked," un-image-like text. And the paragraphs before
you relate to another art historical convention, ekphrasis, and in many ways
correspond formally to our expectations of a contemporary academic text:
unremarkable serif typography on a paper size so standard in the non-
metric world that it is known simply as "letter"; three pages of metatext at
the outset declaring a relation of submission to an academic institution.a
The general pattern is familiar to a twenty-first century reader:
in one way or another, all these texts 'explain' pictures, a phenomenon
epitomized by the caption-image form in today's newspapers and magazines
(theorized by Roland Barthes as "anchorage "39; see pages 9 and 10 for
interpretation) and the collection of epigrams on the other is material for another essay. In short,
Finlay's use of the term "study" in this context would be a demonstration of the principle that the
act of arranging or grouping constitutes intellectual labor, i.e. is tantamount to interpretation.
ae Barthes uses "readerly" to describe a kind of fixed text that is passively received by the
reader (versus a "writerly" text in which the reader actively participates in the text, i.e. becomes
writer). Barthes, S/Z: An essay, 4-5.
of It is of course slightly facetious to claim conventional status for a document about the
conventional or unconventional status of documents, furthermore one that that endeavors to,
following Jerome McGann, find "formal equivalence for its subject matter and still preserve its
communicative function." McGann, Black Riders, 101. See Illustrations for the context of this
quotation. For an elaboration of the term paratext, see Gerard Genette, Paratexts: Thresholds of
Interpretation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997).
ag Barthes, "The Rhetoric of the Image," 38-41.
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examples.) That each picture somehow incorporates words however
suggests a different relation, one in which categories are less categorical.
The card presents multiple departures from the conventional "anchorage"
hierarchy: the red type, by virtue of its color, becomes part of the image
field (becomes image-like), while the photograph is printed in black ink, the
conventional color for typography (and thus becomes less image-like)." The
climax of this catalog of forms is the text pictured in the photograph and
referenced in the caption, which, by virtue of being called documentation,
seems more text-like-without even being visible-than any of the actual,
apprehendable text printed on the card. The (literary) content of this
apprehendable text should be taken into account as well. Finlay's title and
caption comprise righteous language pointing to the evidence of a crime,
framing the photograph as a picture of a site of violence-though the
particularities of that act of violence would likely seem cryptic and strangely
academic to the uninitiated.
The guillotine at large
This essay so far has taken a microscopic view of Finlay's work, focusing on
the bottom half of a single page of Abrioux's Visual Primer. But the principle
that "everything is everything" serves us well here.*i Earlier I characterized
Finlay's body of work as adding up to an exhaustive set of terms and forms
("a veritable language"). What makes the set language-like is not only its
exhaustiveness but also, more significantly, its manner of deployment by
Finlay, who continuously re-uses and strings together terms and forms,
adapting them to diverse media and contexts of reception.
We have seen how the twin emblem ofTerror and Virtue recurs in
a bronze medal (guaranteed a permanent residence in the collection of the
British Museum; also available to an elite consumer audience at the time it
was struck); a set of ceramic candlesticks (the guillotine is there absent, but
then, so are the candlesticks); and a "published" card that deploys only the
verbal half the emblem. But this is only a sampling. Finlay invokes Terror
and Virtue, column and guillotine, in countless works between the 1980s and
the end of his life in the early 2000s. To consider just the guillotine on its
own, or least, in relation to a diverse range of commentaries and forms, is to
enter another list: guillotine as "model of order"; guillotine as "n., the highest
peak of The Mountain; and its deepest ravine"; vine-covered guillotine
accompanied by a longer epigram (reproduced on the facing page);
ah Color as a signal of visuality is treated as a foregone conclusion here; for a more
detailed discussion of color and visuality, see "A brief history of pop, v."
ai Jacques Ranciere, The Ignorant Schoolmaster: Five Lessons in Intellectual Emancipation
(Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University Press, 1991): 26; see also Anaxagoras, the Presocratic
philosopher.
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guillotine as part of a visual rhyme with a waterfall ("Two Landscapes of the
Sublime"); most ambitiously, four guillotines, all full-size, installed outdoors
in a formal all&e at the international art exhibition Documenta 8 in Kassel,
Germany, titled "A View to the Temple."ai
Many of these works are identified by Finlay as "emblems" and in
some cases appears in emblem books-as in the case of naming a stack of
papers documentation, appointing the various elements of his 'set' with
genres or typological identifications is a way of making meaning. The double
operation, in the case of Finlay's emblem-making, of making a historical
reference with a reference to a genre (itself historical) is described by
Stephen Bann in his introduction to Finlay's publication Heroic Emblems:
[Finlay] mobilizes the gap between the modern period and that of the Renaissance,
just as the emblem-artists themselves identified the gap between their own period
and the Graeco-Roman world through the choice of classical tags and quotations.
He sets before us a cultural tissue in which these various levels-the Classical, the
Renaissance and the Modern-are indissolubly linked.ak
Arguably it is not just Classical, Renaissance, and Modern that are
referenced in Finlay's work. But the idea of the "indissoluble link" is quite
right. We have seen how the units of Finlay's symbolic kit: they move from
one companion to another, get redrawn, scaled up or down, find their way
into gardens and books and sometimes galleries. The dependency is not
between this particular part and that particular part, but rather between the
particular part and the knowledge of the whole, a whole that encompasses
what appears to be an infinite chain of allusion.
ai The "model of order" emblem was created in 1991 with Gary Hincks and published
by Wild Hawthorn Press; the "highest peak" emblem was published in the booklet Jacobin
Definitions created with Kathleen Lindsley (Wild Hawthorn Press, 1991); the vine-covered
guillotine is a drawing by Gary Hincks printed as a lithographic and published by Wild
Hawthorn Press in 1987; "Two Landscapes of the Sublime" is another lithograph with Gary
Hincks published by Wild Hawthorn Press in 1989; Finlay's contribution to Documenta 8, "A
View to the Temple," was realized in wood and bronze with Keith Brookwell and Nicholas Sloan
in 1987.
ak Stephen Bann, "Introduction," in Heroic Emblems (Calais, Vermont: Z Press, 1977),
vii-ix
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A short history of pop, v., with or without out
pop, 0. 5. intr. e. orig. U.S. To be or become
vivid, or, visually arresting. Also with out.13a
Pop, v., n., adj., gets a lot of mileage in American English. It is a sound, a
familial title, a type of beverage, a genre of art, a festive explosion. It is an
abbreviation for popular and an acronym for an Internet protocol used
to retrieve email. With prepositions attached, pop refers to other types of
cultural productions: pop-up books and greeting cards and pop-up windows
and menus on the computer screen.
Pop, v. enjoys a second life as a metaphor describing explosion-like
phenomena. "Downtown is popping"; "she popped in to say hello"; "record
sales popped off the charts." Some pop metaphors are more concrete than
others. In any case, the explosion-likeness is in the quality of movement,
usually rapid, over a short or long distance between points or planes, or
else in the quality of suddenness, unexpectedness. The popping downtown
describes a lively urban space full of people moving, perhaps resembling
popcorn kernels subjected to heat. The visitor who pops in makes a sudden,
brief appearance before popping off. Record sales that pop off the charts move
in the two-dimensional space of a chart representing sales over time-until
the sales numbers outgrow the chart's parameters and pop off.
The metaphor extends into our area of special interest, the picture
plane. Here it takes on a life of its own. In the case of the picture that pops,
the reference is not to an explosion or a sudden movement, but rather to
a shift-a kind of expansion-from two to three dimensions. The picture
that pops is one that aspires to three-dimensionality, illusionism (a condition
encompassing three-dimensionality), and/or nearness to the viewer. A 1969
advertisement for a color TV set (see facing page ) promises that the "colors
will pop out with realism"; a photographer offers advice for how to make
al Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. "pop, v. 1," last modified March, 2013, http://
www.oed.com/view/Entry/1 47790?rskey=H5QzfT&result= 1 5&isAdvanced=false.
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"the subject really 'pop' off the background"; a graphic designer "adds
a bevel and drop shadow" to a title on a book cover in order to "make it
pop. "am
In these examples, the pop occurs in the space of the screen, the
photograph, or the graphic composition-spaces, like the space of a
painting, designated for the representation of multiple planes on an
approximately flat surface.!" An image that pops seems to exceed its surface
and move forward, closer to the viewer. That such a condition is desirable
is taken to be self-evident. "Colors that pop with realism" are a selling point
for early color television sets: the phrase appears prominently in full page
newspaper advertisements in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Photography
magazines for hobbyists routinely provide technical instructions on how
to make colors or details pop within photographs. The title that pops from
the book cover is both legible, and, according to the logic of the marketing
department, more likely to turn a profit than the title that fails to pop."0
The key operation here can be said to be convincing, an operation that
relies on an audience (real or hypothetical) that shares common aesthetic
standards for the treatment and placement of images. The color image that
pops out of the TV set is convincing by way of seeming more realistic than
other televisual images. The photograph that pops off the background is
convincing because it demonstrates mastery of photographic or darkroom
technique. The book title that pops is convincing because it seems
professional; the book cover that pops is convincing because it stands out
from the others-it is, theoretically at least, more desirable, more saleable,
and more profitable.
Reading/seeing
What does pop in the picture plane tell about the image-ness and text-ness
of texts and images? The pop metaphor under consideration is a decidedly
visual phenomenon. Photographs pop, colors pop, figures pop. When
headlines or book titles pop, the metaphor refers to a visual rather than a
readerly encounter, as the example of the title on the book cover shows. The
designer, by his own account, "adds" illusionistic visual effects-"a bevel
am Boston Globe (7 Sept. 1969): 50; Popular Mechanics 151 no. 6 (June 1979): 107;
"Book Cover Production Example," blog post in Planet Graham Design, accessed April 5, 2013,
http://www.planetgraham.net/l /post/2011/03/book-cover-production-example.html.
an In the context of discussing (or experiencing) the picture plane, "flatness" is more
conceptual construct than physical condition. See Colin McGinn, The Power of Movies: How
Screen and Mind Interact (New York: Pantheon Books, 2005), especially Chapter 3, "The
Metaphysics of the Movie Image" for a discussion of the philosophical implications of the screen
as substrate for the projected illusion of space.
ao According to the logic of the modern marketing department (an arm of the commercial
publishing company in close communication with the art department).
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and drop shadow"-to make the title pop, that is, to make the title into a
thing with depth that appears to stands slightly above the plane of the book
cover. It follows that text that pops must be brief enough to be apprehended
immediately in its entirety. In the previous essay I submitted a description
of reading as, at its most readerly, a durational activity commanding the
reader's focused attention. Text that pops rejects this kind of sustained
reading-its form and its imagined context (the bookstore, from the point
of the view of the people creating its cover) encourage instead a kind of
reading that is more like seeing.
Popular images
Images that pop according to common twentieth and twenty-first century
usage belong to a general category: by and large they are images designed
to persuade or entertain. In the case of the Sears color television set and the
Radiant "Hy-Flect" projection screen, the metaphorical pop is a function
of the transmitting device-mass-produced consumer electronics in both
cases-rather than an inherent characteristic of the transmitted images. In
all cases, including photography and printed or onscreen graphics, the
image or composition that pops achieves a culturally-agreed-upon aesthetic
standard; it is professional, eye-catching, convincing. These examples
belong to a category recongizable to any twenty-first century creature of
media: so-called popular visual culture encompassing posters, postcards,
billboards, book covers, product packages, magazines, desktop background
images, etc. What makes these 'popular' images more likely to pop than
images in an art museum or a technical manual? Or, to ask the question
from the opposite direction, why does the pop metaphor seem to be reserved
for popular imagery bound up in the marketplace?
Pop referring to the visual experience of attention-getting dates
back to least the 1940s. The Oxford English Dictionary's entry for for
"pop" (definition 5e) cites a line from an 1946 American newspaper article:
"In a burst of dye freedom, cotton's colors pop out in Chinese red and
blue, chartreuse, coffee cream ... ." The Radiant "Hy-Flect" projector
screen advertisement reproduced on the facing page appeared in Popular
Science in the same year ("Project your motion pictures and slides on a
screen which makes them fairly 'POP OUT' into the room")."IP It is no
coincidence that 1946, the year following the close of the Second World
War, marked the beginning of a period of significant expansion of the U.S.
consumer marketplace as wartime bans on consumer goods production
were lifted and wartime technologies and manufacturing and distribution
systems were re-purposed for the consumer market.49 New materials born
ap Popular Science 149 no. 4 (Oct. 1946): 247.
aq See Joel Davidson, "Building for War: Preparing for Peace: World War Il and the
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of military research, such nylon, synthetic rubber and new types of plastic,
were introduced into consumer goods manufacturing. The development
of television, already underway before the war, gained speed when military
engineers and technicians applied their specialized knowledge of electronic
communication systems to commercial technology designed fo "home
entertainment."ar
As communication technology expanded, so did marketing and
advertising. The increasing volume of "brand name" consumer products
in the U.S. in the late 1940s went hand in hand with the resurgence of the
professional advertising and marketing industries-industries that were
already well-established by the end of the nineteenth century but had been
in decline since the 1929 stock market collapse.as In the decades following
the close of the Second World War, the advertising industry benefitted
particularly from rapid technological advancement in photographic
reproduction processes. Color printing, expensive and inefficient at the
beginning of the century, became exponentially faster and cheaper when
photo offset printing became standard procedure for printing houses; color
photographic images became standard fare in magazine and even newspaper
ads.a Color television and color cinema was mainstream by the late 1960s.
Advertisements celebrating the illusionistic experience of color cinema and
color television were themselves rendered in illusionistic color (see page 38).
Make it pop
Color is a major agent in the pop metaphor, as we have seen. Hobbyist
photography magazines and manuals dating to 1960s frequently
include technical instructions for making photographs pop by means
of manipulating color, either by framing the photograph with an eye to
the color palette, or by using color filters on the camera or enlarger lens.
Graphic designers manipulating illustration, type, stroke, shape and texture
in addition to photography use bright colors or color inversion to make an
Military-Industrial Complex" in World War // and the American Dream, Donald Albretch, ed.
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1995): 218-223.
ar -Alexander B. Magoun, Television: The Life Story of a Technology (Baltimore, Md.: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 2009): 86-87.
as The term "brand" to identify a particular company name appearing on a product dates
to the nineteeth century; the more elaborate concept of the "brand image" became current in
the late 1950s and early 1960s. See Adam Arviddson, Brands: Meaning and Culture in Media
Culture (London: Routledge, 2006): 54.
at Cheap color printing for on the scale of mass production was the result of incremental
changes in printing and paper technology and in the publishing trade over the course of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. See Michael Winship, "The Rise of a National Book Trade
System in the United States," in A History of the Book in America, eds. Carl F. Kaestle and Janice
A. Radway (Chapel Hill, N.C.: The University of North Carolina Press: 2009): 76.
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element of a composition pop. Color is an obvious ally to the pop metaphor
because it is especially suited for naturalistic renderings and "eye-catching"
graphics. Furthermore, for advertisers in the second half of the twentieth
century, color seemed to promise direct access to the consumer's capacity
for emotional attachment. Starting in the 191 Os and continuing throughout
the twentieth century, research on the efficacy of advertisements indicated
that memory retention and emotional attachment were the key factors in
the effort to increase sales.au A 1964 on the effect of advertisements printed
in color in newspapers found stated in its findings that "color increases
status" of the product or company advertised, and that "color makes the
merchandise and ad more interesting and attractive."av Make it pop is a
metaphor for the work of the designer who produced such advertisements.
As an advertising mandate, make it pop works on various scales. Pop
occurs within the space of a graphic composition-a magazine ad, a book
cover, a billboard-a space it all the while endeavors to transcend-as well
as in larger spatial contexts-the shop window, the "retail environment." In
a series of email exchanges discussing how pop is used in the graphic design
profession, designers trained in print design described pop as operation
of "creating visual interest," and "introducing hierarchy and stress to one
or other other piece of text," "making a particular element (the title, the
author's name, etc) more prominent, more eye-catching, more lifted off
from the background."aw The pop effectively generates a foregrounded
subject, a thing in front of everything else. What are some of the graphic
techniques? Using red, increasing type size, "knocking out" type (rendering
text in white on a dark background), and adding a spot color or varnish over
a single element of the composition-a technique whereby one element of
the composition exists "parallel to and above" a "banal 4 color" surface.
The techniques were understood by the designers to have a kind
of distance-shortening effect-physical and metaphorical: the design that
pops is "attention-grabbing," it "creates an impression very quickly" and
"it comes and goes before you had a proper chance to think."axYou in this
case is the hypothetical passing consumer who, multiplied, constitutes the
au See John Eighmey and Sela Sar, "Harlow Gale and the Origins of the Psychology of
Advertising," Journal of Advertising 36, n. 4 (2007): 147-158 and Ellen Mazur Thomson, "'The
Science of Publicity': An American Advertising Theory, 1900-1920," Journal of Design History 9,
n. 4 (1996): 253-272.
av Burleigh B. Gardner and Yehudi A. Cohen, "ROP Color and Its Effect on Newspaper
Advertising," Journal of Marketing Research 1, no. 2 (May 1964): 69.
aw Brendan Dalton (graphic designer, America Online), in discussion with the author,
March-April 2013; Mark Melnick (freelance graphic designer, Mark Melnick Design), in
discussion with the author, March -April 2013. See partial transcripts of these conversations in
the Illustrations.
ax Brendan Dalton in discussion with the author.
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commercial graphic designer's audience.
Graphic design is difficult field in which to locate images and texts
precisely. Graphic more often refers to a treatment, one that brings texts
and images together, than it is a particular thing. When the noun is used,
it hovers between image and text, leaning one way or another depending
on context. A graphic, n., is text-like in that it is not photographic (if a
photograph can be taken as the gold standard for image-ness); in technical
computer drafting terms, a graphic is more likely a vector than a bitmap, i.e.
comprised of continuous lines and shapes rather than unseeably small points
of color. In this way it is like typography-it is indeed a way to describe
typography, and a way to describe a composition (such as a page) that
incorporates particularly self-conscious typography. Furthermore, particular
graphics often communicate specific meanings; like words, they denote.
Logotypes state a brand or company name (and if successful, project its
'image'), wayfinding signs offer directions, charts indicate weather conditions
or profit margins.
But for all its text-likeness, the capacity for graphics to pop is
emphatically visual. I have already proposed that 'reading' a graphic that
incorporates text is more like seeing-these are not readerly texts. Its
perceived immediacy and emotional impact-the metaphorical grabbing of
attention-are the special operations of images. "It comes and goes before
you had a proper chance to think," wrote one graphic designer. Thinking,
like reading, is a durational activity, and one that carries a suggestion of
critical engagement. Seeing, then, is more like feeling: more immediate, less
determined, more likely to persuade.
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...... ... . .
In or on the desktop
M
The desktop is one of many metaphors at work in the realm of personal
computing. Computer users open and close windows, plug devices into
ports, zip and unzip folders, and cut and paste data or save it to clipboard. The
desktop, a kind of parent metaphor that accounts for much of the language
used to talk about everyday computing, relates the computer's graphical
user interface with the physical surface of a desk. In practice, the metaphor
extends beyond the top of the desk to the entire space of an office or study-
the computer desktop is home to furniture and accessories such as a clock, a
calculator, and a trash receptacle as well as familiar items such as documents
and folders. An an optical phenomenon, the desktop is an image created by
light projected through semi-liquid crystal diodes sandwiched behind the
electrode-laden glass surface of a modern computer screen.ay
This essay is concerned with the spatial rules and the visual
experience of the metaphorical desktop. As an illusionistic space populated
by an ever-changing set of smaller visual units, the computer desktop has
precedents in the history of picture-making, especially European painting
before linear perspective became the preferred mode of representative
picture-making.
The visual experience of the desktop is determined by the graphical
user interface, a development of the early 1980s coincident with the
expansion of the retail market for personal computers, maps computer
functions to a world of images.az The vast majority of these representative
images are icons-small, representative, conventionalized images often
ay The particular optical mechanics of computer displays have changed over time; at the
time of the invention of the GUI the standard display used cathrode ray tubes; electron beams
project through the tubes and illuminate the phosphor-coated screen in order to create an image.
az Jeremy Reimer, "A History of the GUI," Ars Technica (5 May 2005), accessed 2 June
2012, http://arstechnica.com/features/2005/05/gui.
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taking the shape of a sheet of office paper, ranging in size from about
16 to 256 pixels wide,' depending on user display settings, and always
accompanied by a textual label. According to common usage, icons live
"on" the desktop-like its counterpart in the physical space of an office, the
computer desktop is a surface onto which items can be put down, spread
out, piled up or put away. Unlike many desk surfaces, a computer desktop
often looks more like a picture than a surface. The desktop background, also
known as desktop "wallpaper" (here we leave behind the metaphor of the
desk in favor of something more vertical), is perhaps the most characteristic,
and certainly the most visible, element of the desktop.
The terms "background" and "wallpaper" are telling in that they
evoke an image of an expansive, continuous surface-borderlessness-as
well as suggesting passive presence. A desktop image fills the entire space of
the screen except for a narrow strip along one edge devoted to a menu bar
or taskbar, which, thanks to shadow and reflection effects, usually has the
appearance of sitting on top of the desktop background. The desktop image
is, in effect, behind everything-behind application windows, behind status
bars, behind widgets, behind notifications, behind menus, behind icons.
The previous essay addressed 'behind' and 'in front of' in the
context of persuasive advertising images. This essay considers background
and foreground in relation to utility and decoration in the desktop
environment and looks for correspondences between types of images and
texts and users' expectations of active engagement or passive reception.
As a picture-making activity, the 'production' of the desktop shares concerns
and techniques with European picture-making between the sixth and
fourteenth centuries A.D., the period in which symbolic pictures were the
standard units of pictures and space was a flexible, adaptable element.
The first premise of this essay is that the major 'grounds' of the desktop,
foreground and background, correspond to different modes of experience
for the user: active use in the foreground, passive reception of the
background. This model follows the earliest meanings of foreground
and background in seventeenth century western theater and painting, in
which the "chief objects of contemplation" occupy the foreground, and
background refers to the surface or ground behind them.'b In the most
historically general definition, the background, in theater as in illusionistic
painting, is the element of the composition most distant from the
ba On a 1280 x 1024 screen, a single 48 x 48 pixel icon occupies less than 0.2% of the
desktop.
bb Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. "background," last modified June 2012, http://
www.oed.com/view/Entry/ 14400.
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viewer-physically distant in the case of theater, distant-seeming in the
case of painting. Historically specific accounts of the theatrical and the
painterly background show how preferences for particular background
treatments crossed back and forth between theater and painting through
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Illusionism by way of linear
perspective was the standard mode of visual representation by the sixteenth
century.bc The new way of making pictures made paintings like the one the
next page seem hopelessly old-fashioned. The crowd of characters (standard
symbolic units) floating in front of an abstracted architectural space would
have been at odds with the new fashion for measureable space.
In the space of the computer desktop, the foreground is a space
of interaction. In the space closest to the surface, computer users navigate
through selectable, and in some cases editable, text and images. Desktop
icons, together with items on the menu bar, work both as a wayfinding
system and as points of access to data and computer functions. These
images and texts have precise meanings: selecting an icon or a menu item
triggers a specific function, such as launching an application or opening a
file.
The desktop icon is a close relative of the semiotic icon defined
by Charles Sanders Peirce. Peirce offered a three part semiotic system
encompassing symbol, icon, and index. d For Peirce, an icon was an exact
representation; computer desktop icons follow the logic of Peirce's symbol
instead: a conventionalized or abstracted representation. A desktop icon
representing a file folder , looks recognizably like a file folder in a vertical
filing cabinet; a desktop icon representing a calculator utility @ looks like
an office calculator; an icon representing the desktop looks like a generic
desktop (a particularly tidy one with a default background image-see
example on page 45). Desktop icons for text documents invariably take
the form of sheets of paper complete with symbolic gray marks arrayed
in horizontal lines to remind us of writing or printing 0. Desktop icons
representing image files are most often pictures of images j, with the
appearance of the picture-of-an-image differing slightly between file formats.
Desktop icons resemble art historical icons, as well; For example,
computer icons often appear together with texts-a word, short phrase, or
other arrangement of letters, numerals, and punctuation-that function as
descriptive labels, appearing in a uniform system font below, above, or next
to the icon. In the case of user-generated folders and files, this descriptive
text provides specific information about the item represented beyond what
bc Alfred W. Crosby, The Measure of Reality (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1997): 182-190.
bd Charles Sanders Peirce, Collected Writings, vol. 2., ed. Charles Hartshorne, Paul
Weiss and Arthur W. Burks (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1931).
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is conveyed by the image. In the case of a rich text file, for example, the
icon representing the file indicates, to an initiated user, the data type (text),
the file type (rich text) and, in some cases, the software with which it was
created. Data types (image, text, spreadsheet) frequently correspond to
conventional image types-icons for rich text files, for example, have many
of the same visual features of icons for other text-based file types such as
Microsoft Word documents or Notepad files.
Label text uniquely identifies a file or folder-indeed, it is the
unique name of the file or folder for both the computer and the computer
user. There may be ten text files on a user's desktop, and five them may be
rich text files, but only one of them can be named thesis.rtf, because the
operating system won't permit a second thesis.rtf to be created in the same
place as the first.
In the case of icons representing utilities and software applications,
the relationship between image and text is less hierarchical because both
image and text are unique. The Macintosh, Windows and Linux calculator
utilities, for example, are represented by a picture of a calculator as well
as the label, "Calculator," that appears nowhere else on the system as an
application name. The same is true for the familiar trash receptacle, a
holding tank for data that has been deleted by the user but not yet erased
from the computer's physical memory. The Macintosh "trash bin", the
Windows "recycling bin", and the Linux "trash" (visible only if turned on)
each appear together with a picture of a modest waste container-filled with
crumpled paper when it contains files; otherwise, empty. Here the name
serves as a 1:1 translation or verification of the image content. We recognize
the waste container, although we may have chosen the term "wastebasket,"
or, "rubbish bin" to describe it in words. Inversely, we recognize the labels
"trash bin" and "recycling bin," although we may have produced or picked
out an illustration different from the one supplied by the operating system.
The same is true for icons representing proprietary software
applications, which carry the special burden of uniqueness levied by
marketing departments and, accordingly, often incorporate copyrighted
logos. For instance, the Skype logo, an uppercase white S inside a blue
cloud, doubles as a desktop icon, as does the Mozilla Firefox logo, a red fox
wrapped around a blue globe. Icons for Adobe Creative Suite 5 programs-
shallow, three-dimensional rectangles viewed in perspective and rendered in
different colors for each application-incorporate acronyms referring to the
name of the program (InDesign, Photoshop, [Adobe] Illustrator) within the
image. Text icons for proprietary file types sometimes incorporate text into
images as well, for example, the icon for files in Adobe's Portable Document
Format incorporates its three-letter file extensions into the icon's image
content _. The file extension thus shows up twice for many users-once
as part of the icon image, rendered in color in a specially-chosen font-and
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then again at the end of the label text, in a default system font rendered
according to global user settings.
While considering the formal qualities of desktop icons, it is
important to note that a desktop icon almost never appears in isolation.
The complex system of functions available on personal computers are
represented by multiple types of icons, as well as other images and texts
that appear on the desktop. The importance of precisely mapping these
words and images to their function is all the more important in this context
of abundance-in fact, it is one of the main concerns of professional user
interface designers.
The background image that appears behind icons and other desktop
items is implicated in user interface design only insofar as its appearance
affects the legibility of items in the foreground. The background image
is dynamic in the sense that it controlled by the user, who can select a
background image from any of the image files on the computer, including
default background image files packaged with the operating system, and
control its position (centered, stretched or tiled) by way of a control panel
or system preferences panel accessible through the main menu for the
operating system. But while the desktop background image can be selected
and even created by the user, it is not itself a point of interaction. Like a
stage set or the background of a narrative painting such as we see on page +,
the desktop background image provides a setting for an array of foreground
elements. Unlike on a stage or in a painting, the desktop background
image is not bound to foreground elements by expectations of narrative
or aesthetic continuity. In the course of normal computer use, windows
are opened, closed and layered on top of each other, and desktop icons are
moved around and deleted and new ones appear. Desktop background
mages remain the same,be unaffected by the changes in the foreground,
while foreground elements move relatively independently of the static
background. [Because the desktop is a programmed space-a framework
built by a programmer to accommodate diverse uses and whats over time-
it can never have the quality that a painting has where intersections and
incorporations happen between between background and foreground.] [But
that is not say there is no meaning there or especialy in the interplay and
there is definitely potential]
Like an office or desk, personal computers are associated with
an individual by way of ownership or use, and decisions about the
configuration and appearance of the display space of the computer reflect
the values of the owner or user-especially those decisions understood to
be more aesthetic than utilitarian. Advertisements for downloadable desktop
be Well, not always the same because the user can change it but relative to the foreground
changes the background change is like geologic time+
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background images bill their products as "vivid", "fresh", "high-quality",
"stunning" and "crystal clear". The desktop is a working space as well as a
space for display of taste: like a picture hanging on the wall in a home or
office-and now we leave the metaphor of the desktop-as-painting in order
to return to the metaphor of desktop-as-room, in which paintings may be
hung-the desktop background image reflects the taste of the person who
chose it, or, to follow Bourdieu, the cultural conditions that determined
that person's taste. Galleries of downloadable background images claim
to offer beauty, inspiration and escape: an image downloaded from the
National Geographic "wallpapers" gallery provides "a unique view of the
world for your desktop"; desktop background images created by graphic
designers are billed by Smashing Magazine as "a source of inspiration." A
background image of friends or family is much like a photo on a desk, a
souvenir that conveys the importance of the persons pictured to anyone
who sees it. Desktop background images also often take the appearance of
abstract shapes and patterns, or a field of solid color-an image without
representational content, no more or less than a background.
How do the characteristics of desktop background images and
icon images relate to their reception and use? The background/foreground
relationship plays a role. Returning to an earlier description, the desktop
image functions as a continuous background surface, and icon images
as discrete foreground elements; users familiar with western traditions of
theater and picture-making identify the background as a static space and the
foreground as a space of action. Icons, by virtue of their position closest to
the user, are recognizable as dynamic, story-telling elements-with the user
in control of their movements. Position, specifically, relative proximity to
an audience or user, signals importance, and in the context of interactivity,
selectability.
Implicit in the background-foreground hierarchy is also a hierarchy
of size. The desktop image is necessarily larger in physical size, measured
in pixel dimensions, than an icon, sometimes by thousands of times.
According to the conventions of other picture-making traditions, especially
photography, a larger field allows for finer detail and more colors and tones
and often connotes artistic production, such as in the case of photographic
prints. [the art historical hierarchy of history paintings as the best and
biggest, genre paintings as the worst and smallest] Desktop background
images advertised as "high quality", "beautiful" or "stunning" and
characterized by saturated colors and sharp detail take part in this kind of
primarily aesthetic identification.
Icons, conversely, are decidedly "low quality" images. Low-
resolution as a rule, icon images rarely occupy more than 100 x 100 pixels
of display space. They appear not as objects of beauty or originality, but
rather as part of a shared symbolic language providing access to basic
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utilitarian functions-opening and closing files, folders and applications.
The smallness and crudeness of icon images in comparison to the desktop
image signal this communicative role just as the largeness and sharpness of
the desktop image signal its decorative role. But perhaps the more
Communicative and decorative roles correspond to modes of
reception and use. A decorative image image may be perceived passively-
experienced-and in most cases is intended to provide pleasure. A
communicative image is read-scanned for meaning-and commands
careful attention if it is previously unknown. A communicative image
thus works much like written language. And, in fact, the presence of
text provides an important clue to the communicative properties of icon
images. The label that appears together with an icon image gives explicit
information about the function of the icon-and signals to the user that an
icon has an explicit function. That this label has a conventional appearance
reinforces its communicative role, and distances it from a decorative role. In
the context of the desktop, text rendered in unique styles and colors carry
the scent of the marketing department (as in the case of Adobe Creative
Suite products), or serve to convey an individual user's taste (in the case
of desktop background images of, for example, a poem or quotations).
Conversely, text rendered in a system font in a standard position appears
to serve the system as tools-means to simply-stated ends. Text and icon
signal utility, communicability. A "vivid" image of an exotic locale, a family
picture, a sport team's logo, or a pattern of interlocking shapes signify taste
and function as d&cor, ornamentation.
This dichotomy points to a hierarchical relationship between text
and image . The more image-like an image is, the more it seems to belong in
the background, to be perceived in passing, at a distance. The more purely
textual a text is, the more it seems to belong in the foreground, where it
can be closely read. Can text, and the text-like icon image, be seen as more
'useful' than the desktop background? This question can be brought into
wider fields of art and literature, especially literature that is self-consciously
visual and visual art that is self-consciously textual. How do we decide
where reading begins and gazing ends, and vice versa?
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Postscript
Other means of communication puts together subjects and ideas from different
areas of my experience. The thinking behind arranging these essays one-
after-another in this institutionally-inflected document was to take a broad
view of the mechanics of visual expression and to speculate why a particular
mode of expression 'belongs' to a particular context (why pop belongs to
advertising, for example; why icons belong to desktops and semiotics).
The set of essays is also meant to offer an array of models, and, more to
the point, a way of collecting models: open-handedly. The other in "other
means of communication" means "other than what you already knew or
expected." It is not the monolithic Other of Edward Said, but rather an other
that suggests multiplicity and openness to alternative ways and means. The
communication of the title is a way to level the typological field-put art and
books and advertisements and desktop icons together in the same room-
and a way to focus attention on their capacity for conveying messages.
Art is the default position of this document written by an art
student in partial fulfillment of the requirements for an art degree. From
this vantage point, desktop backgrounds and television advertisements are
other means. The art that does show up here-medieval paintings, emblems,
bronze medals-is by no means epitomizing of this particular art-making
context (MIT Program in Art, Culture, and Technology in 2013). These
too are other means. The structure of the document is open-ended; it is a
set of independent parts connected by shared terms and modes of analysis
and other sorts of visual productions could live here equally comfortably.
Subjecting such a menagerie of subjects to analysis is in part an art student's
practical research on making. As a gesture (i.e., from the point of view of
the table of contents), it is also a declaration of equivalency across a divided
field: meaning and beauty and dullness and hypocrisy exist here as well as
there (in Chapter 3 as well as Chapter 1, etc.). As a "readerly" text, that is
to say, buried in its pages, it is an effort to describe specific conditions of
production and reception in relation to particular forms: accounting for
difference as well as as correspondence.
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Illustrations
A Functions expressing little B Functions expressing close C Functions that go beyond the
relation to the text relation to the text text
mage-text
relationships
A l Decorate
A1.1 Change pace
A12 Match style
A2 licit emotion
A2.1 Alienate
A22 Express poetically
A3 Control
A3.1 Engage
A32 Motivate
B1 Reiterate
1.1 Concretize
BL1 Sample
B1.1.1 Author/Source
B1.2 Humanize
B1.3 Common referent
B1.4 Describe
BL5 Graph
B1.6 Exemplify
B1.7 Translate
B2 Organize
B2.1 Isolate
B2.2 Contain
B2.3 Locate
B2.4 Induce perspective
B3 Relate
B3.1 Compare
B3.2 Contrast
B3.3 Parallel
B4 Condense
B4.1 Concentrate
B4.2 Compact
B5 Explain
B5.1 Define
B5.2 Complement
C1 Interpret
C1.1 Emphasize
C12 Document
C2 Develop
C2.1 Compare
C2.2 Contrast
C3 Transform
C3.1 Alternate progress
C32 Model
C3.2.1 Model cognitive process
C3.2.2 Model physical process
C3.3 Inspire
Table I.
Taxonomy of functions
of images to the text
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Word-
A. Object-level relations
1. Primary 4. Secor
(simultaneous) (succ
Word before
image
2a. Single 2b. Series
Fixed Moving
3a. Disposition 3b. Composition
and-image relations
B. Metarelations
ndary People Comments
essive)
Doppelbegabung Poet and Historical, Rhetorical
painter etc.
Image before
word
Identical Separated
Coexistence Interreference Coreference
Figure 1. Taxonomy of word-and-image relations.
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THE GUILLOTINE represents (of course) Terror, the
classical columns (a visual 'rhyme' borrowed from Puvis)
not only Terror's reverse - here obverse - Jacobin Virtue,
but the true Revolutionary mode.
"In the system of the French Revolution, what is immoral is politically unsound,
what corrupts counter-revolutionary. " ROBESPIERRE
"There are besides, two little columnes or pillastres of this Throne; love appears on
the right hand, and feare of Thy justice is to be seen on the left. " HENRY HAWKINS
"A republican government has virtue as its principle, or else terror. What do thcy'
want who want neither virtue nor terror?" SAINT-JUST
"Terror is the piety of the Revolution." IAN HAMILTON FINLAY
Itibl.: Saint-Just, Selected Writings; Hawkins, The Devout Hart; Wattenmaker, Puvis
de Chavannes: Roche. Liberty Or Death 1789; Korngold, Robespierre.
Ian Hamilton Finlay: Terror/Virtue, bronze, 52.5 mm.
IAN HAMILTON FINLAY
In a recent South Bank Show devoted
to aspects of the work of Jan lamilton
Finlay, Melvyn Bragg expressed the view
that this could not be categorised in
terms of a particular discipline. Finlay
himself describes his work as poetry, by
which he means that his mode is
essentially lyrical, whether he is
writing - he was among the very first
to produce what are now called
'artist's books' - gardening - lie has a
well-known garden around his home in
Lanarkshire - or collaborating (as he
has done for the last twenty years) on
works in stone, glass and metal. The role
of 'poet' has extended from the realm
of the word, to that of material, to that
- most recently - of action itself, in the
form of the internationally famous
warfare between Finlay's garden domain,
Little Sparta, and the surrounding
Strathclyde Region. This extension of
pastoral into warfare is not wholly
untraditional. Many famous gardens of
the past have been political enclaves.
(Girardin's Ermenonville, Aislabie's
Studley Royal.) More unusually, it is
Finlay's view that revolution - especially
the French Revolution - is itself a form
of pastoral. This is too complex a theme
to explore here, but it is a fact that
Little Sparta has been defended by the
Saint-Just Vigilantes, a group inspired by
the exemplary (and hence notorious)
French Revolutionary Saint-Just.
The present medal is, then, far from
being a mere historical exercise. And it
has a clear relationship with other
recent works of Finlay and collaborators,
notably the 'sacred grove' in the Kroller-
Muller (Holland) sculpture park where
living trees (re-defined as classical columns)
celebrate (among others) Robespierre and
Rousseau. In addition to this work in the
Kroller-Muller, Finlay has a garden of his
works at the Max Planck Institute,
Stuttgart. (Curiously, he is unrepresented
in British sculpture parks.) At present he
is planning works for the second phase
of the famous Gori sculpture garden at
the Villa Celle, and for the Iruglingen
Gardens, in Basel. lie also plans to extend
his series 'Medals Of The Little Spartan
War' with a view to exhibiting these in
the exhibitions 'The Third Reich
Revisited' and 'The Little Spartan War'
which will be toured by the Southampton
Civic Art Gallery from the end of this
year. Finlay would be pleased to hear
from anyone interested in resuming the
traditional collaboration between
craftsman and poet.
Among recent publications with longer
features on Finlay's work are:
Transactions, Papers presented to the
RIBA; Urbi Vill, Paris; MW Magazine,
issue 4, Holland; D'Ars, number 102,
Milan. Lists of publications may be
obtained from The Wild Hawthorn Press,
Stonypath, Little Sparta, Dunsyre,
Lanark, Scotland.
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Cher M Roche,
J'6cris d'une position au bureau, pres d'une copie du livre Ian Hamilton
Finlay: Un appret visuel, par Yves Abrioux, ouvert i la page 30,
qui presente une image d'une carte qui porte une photographie (par
John Stathatos) d'une galerie (le temple) possede par Finlay (le poete
ecossais), dans lequel peut etre vu un travail par vous: la liberte ou la
mort 1789. Une reproduction de la page est ci-joint. Dans le sous-titre
attache 'a la photographie, Finlay decrit le travail comme une < etude de la
rhetorique de la Revolution par Roche, le pobte frangais . Il a l'air d'une
pile de papiers.
Je suis une 6tudiante entrain d'6crire sur cette image et j'aimerais
beaucoup savoir le contenu des papiers dans la photographie. Ma
meilleure supposition est qu'ils representent une version de votre travail
publid, La liberte ou la mort, reflechissez et choisissez, 1798. Toutefois, La
liberte ou la mort, reflechissez et choisissez, 1798 est dans un livre avec
une 6pine, et les papiers dans la photographie ont l'air d'etre detaches,
non relie (?). J'ecris pour demander si vous avez n'importe quelle
connaissance de cette photographie, ou d'usage de Finlay de votre travail.
Si vous pourriez fournir n'importe quelles informations de ceci << l'6tude
de la rhetorique de la Revolution par Roche, le poete frangais , je me
considererais profondement redevable.
Vous pouvez me joindre 'i
Anne Callahan
77 Massachusetts Avenue
E14-251B
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140
USA
ou
annecallahan@gmail.com
Mes salutations sinceres,
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COMPOSITION AS EXPLANATION
* That may be. My problem is not with Howe's work but with yours. No one
builds a coherent argument by throwing together such opposite and discor-
dant materials.
True, no one does. But then not every part of an argument ven a
scholarly argument-is or ought to be coherent and expository. The
question is whether critical writing can find formal equivalences for
its subject matter and still preserve its communicative function. Po-
etry is a discourse committed to the display and exploitation of con-
tradiction. Criticism, by contrast, is an informational discourse.
How do we keep criticism from murdering its subject with its pre-
tensions to truth?
* Do you think it helps to bewilder the language, to confuse your reader?
Do you think that "bewildering language" and "confusing the reader"
are equivalents? When that equation is made, we have abandoned all
possibility of poetry.
* Perhaps, but not of criticism.
Perhaps, but in that case you seem to leave us with only a certain kind
of criticism: one committed to a particular idea and point of view.
There are other forms-as with this dispute of ours, there is also
criticism as textus interruptus.
SWhich creates its own kinds of problem. So go on with what you were
saying. We can talk about critical method later. Now I want to hear more
about Howe's poetry.
Well, as I was suggesting, an elementary move toward the peculiar
freedom of her texts is to reimagine the physical field of the printed
work. In the first (Montemora) edition of the poem, the reader is
subtly moved toward that reimagination by the absence of numbers
on the pages. Their removal inhibits the serial inertia of the codex
format, slowing down the process of reading slightly, urging that we
stay for a while with each individual page. The general structure of
the poem does not obliterate seriality altogether, but locates it as a
form of order within a more encompassing form. The poem is di-
vided into three large sections, and section 2 is serially arranged as
seventeen units. But this section is framed by opening and closing
sections that are entirely unnumbered. In those sections, the absence
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I think it is worth noting that a -POP- is something startling, attention-
grabbing, usually by virtue of the fact that it creates an impression very
quickly. It comes and goes before you've had a proper chance to think.
It is yelled in order to be distinguished from the white noise of ordinary
reality.
I have overheard designers discuss colors or treatments that pop (a
fluorescent spot color in a 5-color print job, a slick varnish over key
typography or imagery), meaning that these things exist parallel to (and
above, more or less literally) the more banal 4-color process printing
or the undifferentiated masses of single-surface matte or even glossy
paper. Pop could also refer to the the visual effect of compositional
techniques like the use of white space to create visual interest, or the
use of alternating typographic grey values (achieved through font weight,
letterspacing, leading, etc.) to introduce hierarchy and stress to one or the
other piece of text.
But the request for something to "pop" is probably most closely
associated with a client who wants a design to communicate in a very
particular (usually instantaneous) way, but does not know how or why. It
is shorthand for something with fuzzy borders, a concept which is easy
to outline but difficult to articulate in detail. It is a result of the gut reaction
a viewer feels when she first gazes upon something like a book cover,
poster or web page. Did it grab me? Did it pop?
000
That is all I can muster for now. I do think that "The Pop" in design is
interesting, because it must define itself in relief, whether against the
boundaries of its own composition, or the general field of other graphic
communications.
Best,
BD
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Regarding "pop" ... I can never shake the connection I make to the fact
that everyone in my family calls "soda" "pop", and so it will always mean
"fizzy" (and so "effervescent", "bubbly", "sweet", "commercial", etc), even
in a design context. "Buoyant" also immediately comes to mind ... My
primary definition is essentially a product of regionalism.
Of course, there's also "Pop art", but Pop art has always had a huge
helping of deadpan that is completely absent from the meaning of pop in
a design context ... No marketing / sales director is looking for more irony
coming out of the cover design department.
The main meanings in a design context are more about having a
particular element (the title, the author's name, etc) more prominent, more
eye-catching, more lifted off from the background.
For example, I've attached two versions of the Social Network poster. I'll
give you one guess which version came first, and which version came
second, after the designer was told to "make it pop".
It's an interesting example because, in the final version (right, fyi), the
title of the movie is actually LESS prominent, but the tag line ("You don't
get ...") is fantastic, and they clearly wanted to emphasize that. Funnily
enough, I understand that the designer (Neil Kellerhouse) actually came
up with the tag line, so clearly he would want that to "pop".
There's no consensus on what colors pop best, but red is the classic
choice, as you can see in this selection of Evan Gaffney covers:
But anything can pop, so long as it's been properly differentiated from
every other element, such as Ken Auletta's name on this cover by Chris
Brand and Ben Wiseman:
At this point, I think I'm descending into blather, so let me know if any of
this is a help (at the very least I hope I made your deadline) ...
Happy to comment further on the pop issue if needed ... As a final word
on the subject, here's a painting by former Guided by Voices songsmith,
Tobin Sprout:
All best!
-M
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